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Vibration activity characterized by vibration parameter in a
chosen place of the casing is an important operational parameter of
the helicopter powerplant engine.
As a rule in the beginning the engine batch production faces the
problem of the rejection by vibration.
Thorough research of this issue has led to the development of the
parameter design method minimizing the rejection and permitting the
creation of the construction with the designed vibration level.
Vibration parameter image of the engine type in a form of
probability distribution of all the possible vibration values in the
products manufactured from the parts without any deviation from the
documentation is a starting design point.
Permi ttable percent of parts rejection by· vibration parameter
(vibration level) in the process of manufacturing serves as an
ob,jective function. The objective function is achieved in the process
of top
down design where the Parametric Activity Function ( PAF )
stipulating the dynamical behaviour of a construction is a core.
PAF is built as a chain of argument - function dyads. Each
function of the below-located dyad is an argument of the above located
dyad. The construction unit of an engine corresponds to its dyad.
The procedure is expected to use· at design temp.
Vibration activity, characterised by vibration parameter level in the
selected point of the casing is an important operation parameter of engine
helicopter of power plant.
Harmonic movements of aviation engine casing masses are brought off
both according to trajectory-closed oscilations mechanism under the action
of the rotary vector forces of and at the expense of mass kinetic energy
transition to construction deformation potential energy with mass return to
the initial position due to it· s stiffness. Accordingly, oscillation
movements of engine masses participate in general and local vibrations.
In Russia vibration level in places of engine att.ac1unent to airframe
is requilated by the state standard r-equirements to limit excitation
transition to the airframe.
These levels, according to the existing documentation, shall not
exceed 30 ... 50 rum/sec depending on development stage, signal frequences and
engine operation mode (rated and tmsteady).
Analogous protective
requrements
are valid for the accessories
installed on the engine: vibration shall not exceed - 90 mm/sec (v :0 90
mm/sec) in the place of accesories attachment in the rotor components
frequency range (because vibrations are main aourse of acceso:cs excitation
from the engine).
Thus, vibration level is introduced into the list of engine output
parametres and, consequently an engine designer shall have the program of
design, technological and production maintenance of the given vibration
level.
At the very begining of gasturbine engines design in the USSR this
problem was considered in the following way: decrease of rotors action to
su~•pcrts at the expence of rotors balancing. For helicopter engines it Has
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necessary to look for the solution for rotors serviceability provision,
because rotors are featured by higher levels of rotation speed, which
increased greatly in comparison with the engines of previous designs as a
result the problem of rotors failure due to critical rotation speeds
occured.
Some helicopters engine rotor systems parameters, designed by our
company are presented in the table 1, fig id., ib .
Table 1

Mode 1

I

GTD-350

m-111

TV2-117

TV3-117VHA , TV7 .117.

l TVa· 3ooo

•turbo compressor, rpm

25000H5000 1335072\400 11375+[9620 12100719792 20331;30711 20514;30193

•free turbine,

22200;24000 4320712250 9000715450 90007153001 17150;[7850 1530&19656 II
131!0; !59361

rpm

•turbo compressor, kg

12,7·

49,4·

51 ,6·

48' 1'

74,9·

61,6·

•free turbine,

1' 41·

27,2·

24,5·

32,2·

35' 6·

33' 4.

Hi-2

Hi-8

kg

•helicopter power plant

HH4,Hi-24 Ka252,Ka50
and other and other

Hi -38

li
'

Hi-38, Ka40

.

It's obvious from the tab.l that the fir·st helieupter engines designed
by our eorporation incorporated turboeornpressor· rotor· of 45000
rpm. Our company has earried out a gr·eat seope of theoretical and
experimental works by rotor· dynamic behaviour investigation, in spe.cial
rigs with vibrographing and flexure and for·ce on suppor·ts measurement.
As a result, ·the method of complex form rotors natural frequencies
estimation, the rotors stiffness requirements securing the given compliance
and damping, were develoJ~d.
In particular the design of flexible bearing supported "sguirred cage"
instalation with compressed oile film as damper was introduced by us on the
engine for the first time.
One of the main results of the reserch is introducing into practice
the rotors operating in supercritical revolutions zone with organization of
self-centring regime i. c. creation of conditions, when in revolution
operation zone, rotor is rotating around the main central inertia axis.It.
allows to limit loads on the bearing by the acceptable values and to have
them constantly and operation area. The danger of rotors critical modes
developing, which are now avaible on the rotations up to the idle, is
reduced to minimum at the expense of damp introduction.
Efforts tmdertaken and chosen constructive solutions have alloweed to
transmit disturbances to the helicopter which are not more than 5+7 g for
GTD 350 and then not more than 7 g for TV2-117 wi tl1 turbocompressor·
harmonic.
Rotors dynamic behaviour of the TV2-117 product was created on the
mind of experience obtained in the process of GTD-350 the product
development. In the revolutions operation zone rotors of this engine are
also rotating in the self-centring mode, table 4.
Design-basis and
experimental
methods
of loads, determination,
generated by rotor in 1JUpports, and determination of rotor behaviour by
engine and helicopter gauge mesure have been worked out.
Design actions, substantiated in serial production by balance and
measures assembly, have allowed to get vibration parameter stable values
for the engines in operation.
( 1956-1962)
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alony
TV2-117 engine vibration level statistic is presented (Fig.
axes: vibration level in relation to normalized level - relative engines
quantity. 85 % of engines have vibration level less then 50 % of standard
level.
TV3-117 is char· act irized by r.:L sh&r·p increase of gr·avi ty performances:
engine dry mass is 14 % less than for- TV2-117 , and power- is 4 7 l£ mor-e than
for TV2-117.
A considerable casing mass decrea~e has made vibrations interpretation
measured at different construction points complicated.
In this connection in the process of TV3-117 enginering more adaptable
method and critical rotation speed calculation program were developed.
At allowed to increase greatly tlle rotors alternative development.
Nevertheless the serial production has shown that some number of produced

engines

do

not

meet

the

requirements

of

non-increase

of

normalized

vibration level.
All engines were assembled from higl1-quali ty parts and according to
the drawing documentation requirements.
Detailed investigation of this
problem
has
shown,
that
our
understanding of engine vibration processes does not adequatly reveal the
problem essence.
The essence of non-adequacy has been brought to the next aspects:
1) attention was paied to the rotor serviceability providing;
2) forces reduction on bearing:> down to the level, providing the
bearings serviceability considered to be sufficient:
3) estimation of isolated sample was used for estimation of engine
type;
4) control of the vibration parameter on the next engine life cycle
stages was not included into the project development concept.
As a
result
of
theoretical
reserch
available
cri ted. a and
presentations were corrected. Vibration ~·erformance was expanded in this
correction by some arqt~ents.
At first, vibration parameter depends on rotation speed
where
"i ·· is a number of rotor system.
At second, vibration parameter depends on time at specified rotation
speed as parameters.
At third, the field of vibration characteristics, got for machine
batch, conforms to the definite vibration parameter dependence specified
r·otation speed and to specified operation time.
As it is seen from the graph Fig. 3. a the spread of different engines
samples initial condition by vibration parameter is observed including the
point t=to conforming to the moment of engine launching.
Thus, it
is expedient to introduce the type engine parametric
description in the form of vibration le vel distribution, admitted by the
natural frames of the engine construction, produced within the technical
documentation requirements. This description [distribution} may diff2r from
experimentally, revealed description .in the machines batch, in particular,
the difference is as follows:
• in non--conformation of real vibration dependence on revolutions
referring to expected function;
• in non-agreement of the expected value at the moment t=to;
• vibration parameter deviation from the expected value, including
fa.lling outside beoynd the parameter limit values.
In order to work out the criterion, suitable for using during
designing, it is important to at the expence of what structural features
this non-agreement may take place.
Already this initial analysis shows, that for the article quality
determination in comparison wi tl1 forecast quality, it is neccessary to
introduce
additional indicator characterizing the articles vibration
condition.

We have introduced the next indications Fig. 3 :
parameter~s
• realization (vibration parameter)
article sample - Y(t);
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• engine type parametrical activity (vibr·ation activity) -· expected
parameter realization in the article, made according to so called
nominal project, i.e. on the ideal article with sizes without any
deviations from nominal sizes
Vnom~nal
PAF (par·ametric
activity function;
• construction
parametrical
image
(vibration description)
parameters values in machines batch in the form of realisation
distribution, admitted by the article PIF (parametric image
function) of the expanded design, i.e. the article within the
drawing tolerance - p(V);
• design parametrical quality - (vibration quality) - is a function
of parametrical image - probability of the given level increase
by the parameter Ps(V).
As it is seen the engine type model estimation according to the
enumerated parameters kit does not coincide with the estimation by the fact
of non-increasing of t}le norm l1y the vibration parameter.
So, vibration activity is a value peculiar to the design.
Having in mind the details of vibration parameters measurements on the
casing, the level of ·vibration charachteristics at. the given point is
convenient to define by force and response on it as a stun of twine--term
components ( dyada) ·
R~·AN11 +

m-

wi; Rv•BNV

( 11

~ ~1

where:

Rv

forces activy on the casing from rotor side.
effect coefficients at the casing point from the
action force applied to the y point and causing the
casing total vibration.
'BNV
effect coefficients in N point of the casing from
the force action applied to the
~
point and
causing t}le casing local vibration.
The second
part
(1) might be essential for interpretation of
vibrations measurements results, however it does not characterize the
engine. as an aircraft exi t.ation source,
The first part. (1) describing the general vibrations is convenient to
PAF.
ANV
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Rotor has two parameters effecting the engine operability: the forces
in the supports and the outline deviations from the axis.
The force effects the vibration state; deviation from the axis effects
operatility.
It is natural to wish to describe PAF by the simp list pose-ible '""''-Y.
The desir·e to clear PAF fr·om not always exactly defined in practice
terms permits

to

define

the

expr·ession

r·ea.EJon,J.bly

for

the

component

responsible for design r·es);>ons8 to for·ce action:
N

ANV

=

L
j:::1

where: YJ (xv )
Wj

!:,.1
w

an

YJ (xv) · Y.1 (x)
W.1

2

0 -

S,1 2 )

ordinate of the "j" orthonor·ma.l t1o.tura.l
vibr·ation for·m of the. casing at the }'oint with
ordinate x==x ;

.1
natural fr·equ8ncy;
- w.1/w detuning (,oefficient;

- excitation frequency.

The effect coefficient expr·ession pur·posely does not contain a term
with resistance.
We prefare that it is necessary to carry out an integrated damping
evaluation which may be performed with less expenses than the reliable
damping evaluation in the local part.
It is evident that the casing estimated model is accepted in the beam
form that fully sufficiently reflects the helicopter gas turbine engine
systems dynamics, made without the intermediate gear box introduction to
the engine arr·angemen t .
First approach in PAF component responsible for Ri foeces with
are generated by the rotor in the supports, follows from the oscillation
process form in which the rotor is involved at the engine operating
conditions.
In other words. to define the load? it is necessary to know the rotor
behavior and the conditions in which the contruction operability is not
broken.
Rotor-stator shift ftmction may be an integral indicator of the
rotor-stator quality system.
into
assembled
the
The factors, effecting this ftmction are
block-diagram fig. 4.
In figure 5 there are given the blocks decotiings fig. 4.
The factors indicated on the PAF are actually found out and described
according to the results of GTD finishing, icluding the results of our
company experience by the helicopter engines.
It is to avoid their simptom on the engine i f at the start of t.he
engine
development
constructive decisions which prevent tmdesirable
processes will be taken into aceOLmt.
These factors may appear at any stage of the engine creation:
designing, construction, manufacture, finishing, operation if they outstay
the engineer's mind.
From the point of view of the creative process at each of these
stages an engine presents different products of the designer> s activi t.y.
In fig. 6 in elabQrated terms the scheme of design function on engine
development is given where for each intermediate product the scheme of its
pr·oduction and the way of its decription trough the design evaluation are
designated.
At operation the engine as a tYJ,'>El is' presented by a hard~<are complex,
where each device is characterized by a number of output parametrs
including realization vibration level.
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The block diag;ram presents the isolated str·ucture Khich is t.he
exponent of the chosen parametrs.
The scheme is universal beconse it may be adapted to each of designe
part at hierarchic engine construction.
Some explanations are required block-diagram of the activity form in
the development of OP - object. of pro,iect, OD - object of design, ODv
object of development.
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Disregard of difference in designe objekt interpretation leads to such
cases when one try to disigne the objekt according to rules of other type.
This is the mostly frequent reason of noncoordination, blunder·s,
mistakes and unattainability of results.
For OP - it is the concept ion development ond the diagr·am cor·r-esponds
the formal signetificonce of the invention a.s it is r·equir-ed by the patent
formula of Ger-man and Russian ty·pe.
Activity by OD cr-eation is subordinated to the constructive decisions
tbe
optimisation for what they, are classified in conformity with
principles of interchangeable decisions.
By this the form (type) of the outlet parame.ter is d•2fined by action
of I
horizontal and its numerical parameters - III. At this stage
evaluation is a paramethrical image.
ODv product
finishing object is born in the result of validation
tests.
There are revealed some accepted . technical decisions and design
execution which are separetely stable in reference to the production~
combined in the Power Plant system, etc.
As a result the complete model of interaction of t}Je engine assemblies
and systems and helicopter Power Plant is revealed.
So the system appoach based on the introduced criteria and the given
schemi tization of the oscillatory motion prestmles:
• creation of the analytical models sets of the structure dynamic
behavior;
• each of the models communication with constructive features;
• model selection of the desired.dynamic behavior;
• itroduction only those constructive features which correspond to
the desired model of rotor behavior into diagram the engine
dynamic;
• analytical model design of specified construction:
• check of correct tolerance by criterion of parametrical g_uality.
In other words during the design synthesis we are "dressing" t.he
analytical model constructively.
During selection of the proper criterion - special ob.jective function
the consecutive chain of the estimated criteria is all intermediate design
ob,iects being formed up from top to bottom, up to the detailed dimensions.
Let· s follow fl ig succession on the example of the rotor forces
formation in the supports at tmbalanced source exitation.
The view of this rotor load characte"ristic is presented in fig. 7.
Resonance speeds location in respect of the operating zone is defined
by the rotor support, elastisity value; efforts value - by passage speed of
rotations of resonance zones and their locations, damping ratio, dynamic
system reconstruction at the possible clearances selection and etc.
Let's consider the selection of the elastic element structure of the
support (fig. 6 OD). The II gorizontal, big as a result of selection:
pliancy at the expense of elasticity of the mechanical structure, in the
process of selection structures based on the physical princeples: hydrodynamic, electromagnet, gasdynamic, magnetic etc were rejected. The possible variants are presented in the table 2.
Compliance value (support output parametr) is specified from location
condition of critical rotor r.p.ro. at at required rotational speed.
Within the model frame of the unbalanced forces source load value on
the support is the function of construction factor:
Rv

=

i

K.i.zYi

z"

i=1
= f (D,o,lh:);

K•

= f1

lc.g.

(M, A, B,

w);

L
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where:

D
B
Bk
M

-

rotor residual unbalance;
radial clearance in a bearing;
dynamic pliancy of the elastic support;
reduced rotor mass;

A, B - rotor inertia. mass moments
w - operational r·evolutions.~ ·
lo.g.

- relative length of rotor dimensions;
L

S - quantity of variables effecting transverse ·load in
supports y.
The nature of the load proceeding by the rotor rotation frequency is
different depending on either these rotations are takE,n place before
critical rotation frequency in the

rotations

o).:oerating

zone

designs this is a zone of rotm-s selfcentralizing.
However the model of the unbalanced nature source the PAF
following appearance:

for

has

our

the

K

YN = w·

L · Rv·ANv

V=1

As it is known the parts and units dimensions have a scaffer and the
t'eal values fot' example: length, diameter, unbalance do not cot'respond to
the ideal design.
Table 2

INTERCHANGEABLE DECISIONS
AT THK GIVEN LEVEL OF DISBALANCK FORCES

r·

"Allison" ring
. Ring with ml'l,
2
hngs anc p SlnS
2. Nonliuear "clea- 2. Linear elastl'c &UP' 2. tlastlc jle~en~
ranee
~grts ~lth.e ast1t1ty
squ1rre .r1ng
ove ear1ng
>
1. Rotor stiffening 1. "Flexible" shaft

1. Discret
elastic
1ncJu~1ons

3. ~~5~gy ~issi?a- 3. ~inrt~r~rtR~~~~s~Y8ity
De ow oeanng
4. Self-alignaen
4. Nonlinear eiastic
> f~pportsdvl n mooula10n by 1s a1ance
orces
elastic.
5. Nonlinear stif- 5. Nonlinear
supports wtth mon1to!ness tn SUP?Ort
rtng system
6. Sorea~ine of
forces along

3. f~~~~i:rEt~erJ

Therefore the

engine

vibrotype

3. Smooth ring

4. Pressed-out oil 4. Rine with welded
Ium
on ~oases

5. Aonubar elastic 5.
element

>

Rio~s

kit with
mll1tngs

6. Beam.or annubar
sect1on Jacket

is

presented

in

a.

fot'm

of

:p(Y)

parameter distribution - analytical descr-iption taking into consider·ation
the effect of the constr·uctive par·arneters scattering and named the
parametrical image function PIF.
'
The Compat'ative investigations was shown that AN,. sufficiently
stable to disturbances and they may be considered constant from sample to
sample of the·engine.
It is diffet'ent with the loading system.
Iri spite of the fact that each sample has the same guantity of forces,
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acting to the casing nevertheless there is its own forces system acting on
each sample. As each vector in the support may be turned by cp angle. the
same time it differs by Ry(x) value.
The total system of rotor loads the casing has been formed fr-om the
random vectors with the random location by the angle

R.= RJ (x)·e

kpv

Ry and cpv values are changing from one sample to a.nothF.-r·.
Below there are given distr·ibutions of the
inter·midia.t varia.bles
( argtunents) :

• radial clearance in bearings
P(5) =

6

• the residual tmbalance in t.he support.

D

P(D) =

using the test data for· small size gas tur·bine engines
p(D) "' 1,02·D·e-D

, where

.6 - residual tmbalance change value from [DJ value admitted
by the design documentation;
• pliancy of the elastic support with the allison ring

p(5d

= -.---'-1_ _
.J2xcr, (5.;q; s)

(8, ..!H)'

e· 2<r£<<r.:q:•l

according to the serial production
elements (RRE) there are obtained:

experience

of

the

ring

restoring

where
- the nominal value of support pliancy with RRE;
relative scaffer of elastic .support pliancy with RRE
from its nominal value;
S - relative quantity of supports with RRE, pliancy of which
is within the limits of the calculated tolerance field;
0 k( ISH, q, S) - midirotr>actor deviation of. the elastic support pliancy
with t11e RRE defined by Laplas ftmction:
g(liH) -

d>( 5Hq )=S

cr • .J2
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Distribution of the radial force modulus of the small size gas turbine
engines rotor systems supports depending on the combination of the initial
effect factors on the support.
The total statistic. dependency for the ro.dial

load

rnoduh1s

ha.s

the

following form:
1.02 D -o,
- ,e
K

,,,

P(Rv) =

·{Rv . e
Kv,

(m,t,+ ~)
2

ll'tr

(m

·Itt- fv . e •

t,+ ~)
2

a~. P(a )

K

••

kV

where:
• the first expression corresponds to the load in the st.Hf support
without running-in;
• the second - in the stiff support with nmning-in;

It is
possible to anticipate that in serial engine production
distribution of the vectors of loads for a batch of engines in each sectio1
• forces. application is uniform by angle:
of the
1
P(q>) = 0 :s: 'Pv :s: 2lt. \) = 1,2 ... k

21r

The law of the vibration velocity vector modulus distribution in the
standard point at the casing excitation by loads PIF, being tl:'asmi tt.ed by
means of "k" rotor supports:

(O
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where

VRk

VR .. Rk = V!R
PRk(a)

- the vibration rate vector modulus at the standar·d
point on the case of engine when it is snb.jected by the
one Rk load vector;
- the sum vector modulus of k random vectors:
- the distribution law of sum vector of "k" r·andorn vectors by
"a" ar-gument;

- the structure responce at the specified point - influence
coefficient of case con:otructure at N vibration by N""'"
shapes at the point wit}l k coordinate.
The bnilt vibration velocity distribution reflects the vibration state
of the small size gas turbine engine with one frequency excitation.
Probability density of the generalized vibration velocity parameter in
the standard point on the engine casing with two frequency excitation:

Data illustrating the influence of the for-ce system change on the
level of vibration in the engine casing standard point ace given in the
table 3. The results for· for·ce systems, which vector modules ar·e constant
and only their mutual angle location is beeing change.

Engine
Rotor·

Table 3
Engine type 2

type 1 .

Vmax

Vmin

Vrnax

rpm

_L__~'=-

mm/sec

mrn/sec

-

27,2

21180

(ma.x)

19.4

I

'

I

2.0

16,4
I

I

I

0,3

I

I

I

I

-

-

I

I

I

I

I

2.76

I'
'

I

,-,.-, II

I

I

I

1.

0.26

0, :3

31165
L.._

---ll

•.

... I

It means that scatter of r·ealization is possible '"t the same typ.,.
engine rating by sever-al times and also at differ-ent rotation spoed at the
same engine.
Evalution of the procedure of comparison of the design pararnett'ic
descriptions with the vibration distribution bar chart in the standard
point of the serial produced casing excited by cotocs of different
str·uctures is pr·esented l>elor'. Fig. 8.

ill it. r::.
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Methodological provision of works yering
to obfain turbine engine iaproved vibration
perfoaances by GTD, using self-alignment effect
Table 4
Method essence: Designing of conditions for rotor system self-alignment in
the revolution operating zone.
Abstraction:
Hultisupport beam with concentrated masses; suppor·ts dynamic
elasticity is taken into account.
Calculating
Computer.
facilites:
Target
Action stages
Methodical provision ~
4
1
2
.3
II
trronytruction preilimrnary l[sgrffinfi QT ~otential l~omoaris~R 9f..9jsiBY oeci·
ana ysrs.
stofts Wl ava1 a1 e ones.
vr ra 10 sou ces.
fre~utocies ~~d
2 Su~st•tjm
istimationfand aRgt1r!'
1 1 y fotential
n sys em. service· ~atural
r~ f na p jcemen o
ormsdca
cu a a·rnia rn•rnayeng
1 Ress
a
ong
rotor
rve
EaBr£ms
o
.
accoun aura or s.
re~adjn§ rotor
~aiural frraueycies calcu3 Pljr'mfot dettrmination \" ln•i§ht
a ton, na ra orm const!'IOOdO-a 1~n~en
arta revo u- eye mpro er 1 e.
rue ron.
0
Ot
SYB em on
rrgr suppor s

No

!"!;

4 men
Overlat~in~·~fi
a a 1 self-Rli~no~era 10
rrvolu
101"' zyn i·' ~~ e
~ sugpor s e as 1c1 y
esrg va ues.
5 Bllder5 1 determi~atio~ of
ea aso~a101 t ys~ria
a ues.1n esrgn

¥alculation of n~tural
Provi!ion of Enfijne
yg~§~. ron wrt o elevated re~uenlresdand orms and
err Jca mo es ragram.

t

Influance e€tl¥ation of ralculation of n~tural
re~uenlresdand orms and
s[fea 1¥ s ness ~ara- cr1
rca mo es ragram.
m
0 .ro "b
1 srasynamrc
e avsrst
our.mon
6 Plra~etres sel{ctio~ of
su~~ortr
e as lCl yo~ es1
.va uei
e as rcts~fp~r s e •tents: O~tajoio~
a arn 1 e erml~a !On on e~~~nt. "f~ rrs~n o Experimental installation.
C£51
~ suppor
rue wrUf£
e as 101 y;
3c~of
1 uc
per ton
ormances
esrgn va u~.
b) ~alue ca!cylation of
Method yf linear features
racer va . .
j•rp~s
rnear
c) $,~~~: ~i~~•in•riootof Pr~vision o~ design ~ara~ Cflc~lati1n of methods of
e as 1c e ements Rarame a rc1 10na
as !Cl o t ~eJesresfandt
w
.Pr vr·~ es.sup
o ro o~nam1£
sys e~ . oper- res
ac!or rn~, o t e jlven
suppor e as 1c1ty va ue.
e ~s ljl~~ esrgnfea ue
lOr 0
ea~ as fa cCUe aemen
s ructura srzes.
7 Full scale engine testing. Rec!ivaly of vibration
Test bench.
per omances.

r

on design stage:
on production stage:
on operation stage:

Positive aspects of the 1ethod.
forced oscillations calculations and system damp
~ro~erties investigation are not required:
1t rs possible to be limited to rotor balancing
as a solid body;
bearin~ increased life and increased engine reliabilrty are provided ..
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It is revealed that
a

certain

percent

of

::r;.-ickof£

by

vibration

is

by the

causc:!d

constuction itself;
• estimated calculation coincides with the

r;_~::>ulta

of the

st,;~ti;_;_;tic

level processing of the produced samples of the same design;
values

of

vibr·ation

the absolute maximum vibr·ation velocity and va.lues of

qua.lity

documentation

data

cr·iter·ion,

calculated

by

the

deE;jgn

and obtained by the test r·est"l.l ts Iff'a.ctica.lly

coincide.
Vmax p.t.

Parameter
Source

mrn/sec
.

Calculation

.

II

~I

1
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Series

Work on vibration begins since the moment of engine preliminary
outline.
In practice the phase of construction preliminary synthesis precedes
the work on vibration activity control scheme. The aim of this phase is to
eliminate phisical effects the action on Hhich is hindered. The ·mentioned
phase proceeds according to PAF fig. 4, 5. Construction l"ealization of
these measures is varied due to engine type.
In fig. 9 vibration activity control scheme Hithin the limits of
disbalance excitation model is given. Designation on scheme are as folloHs:
a r, {3!:', y r - rotor stiffness coefficient.
<Xc,.Jlc,_ "{ c - casing stiffness coefficient.
·a, • coefficient characterizing beam end angular shift. Unit moment
acts on the beam end Hit.h (at) ·the embedded other beam end.
J3 • ·coefficient characterizing beam end angular shift, on which
unit force acts the other beam end being embedded.
"{ • coefficient characterizing beam end radial sllift., on Hhich
unit force acts the other beam end being embedded.
al.r- rotor natural vibration frequency.
roc- casing natural vibration frequency.
Vn
- assigned vibration speed value.
Ar, Ac
engine rotor and casing relative vibration amplitudes at the
point tmder investigation (vibration forms).
l
engine casing length.
Vc engine vibration at the point under investigation along casing
length.
Ri - radial force modulus variable component. The radial force is
excited in "i" support.
p(Ri)
r·adial force modulus variable component distribution in "i"
support.
1':,
- tolerance
(distribution
value
allowab1e
by
drawin·g
documentation).
p(V) - vibration output parameter distribution in the standard point of
the casing (vibration activity description of the designed
construction).
Ps(V)
probability of serviceability level "S" by vibration speed
realization.
P,;(v} ~ 1- J/f(V)c/V
[Ps) - the given value of quality criterion.
n,- 2: Tlmin - checking of margin satisfying by the given
critical rotation Sf€ed.
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Fig. 9 Vibration aetivity eontr-ol bloc:Y. diagr-am.
In accordance with PIF standar-dized value of limiting per·cent of
pr-oduct removal due to vibration is enter-ed in 15 evaluation block.
Estimating block 15 compr·ises nor-malized value of '"llowa.ble per sent
of article rejection due to vibrations.
Network is closed within this block by comparison of cr-iterion value
given and obtained by constr-uction variant under consider·ation in block lf3.
Information coming to the block of estimation is gener·ated in blbck 14
of vibration speed spread calculation. Forces spread data in r·otor suppor·ts
are introduced into this block as initual dat;; fr·orn \".•lock 9. Influence
coefficients values are introduced into this block fr·om block 11.
Influence coefficients calculating block is the end--point in a gr·oup
of blocks.. which describe casing natur.SJ.l vibr·a.tions. Block 10 (ca.sing:
stiffness coefficients calculation) and block 11 (casing natur·al vibr·ati,on
frequency and· vibration forms calculating) are included into thit; gr·ouro.
Block 9 is an end-point in the gr·oup of blocks deter·mining forces in
rotor S\.1pports depending upon rotor system structural configuration.
Information regarding r·otor r·eceived from gr·oup compr·ising blocks
5,6,8 is the initual data for· block 9 operation.
Rotor· stiffness per·formances (block 5) .o.r-e ca.lculated in this gr·oup of
blocks; rotor natural vibration frequences and vibration for-ms (block 6)
are determined in this group of blocks; margins by rotor· system c:ci ticQ.l
revolution frequency are calculated and in case n1.. . ;:.: Tlro.in is not
met then the cycle of initual data change and calculation is r·epeated
untill the restriction is satisfied. Then block 8 initia.tes its operation
to calculate for-ces.
The other internal cycle is closed by comparison of vibration speed
value in the standard point of casing (block 12) produced by nominal forces
action from block 8 with the normalized vibration speed value from block
13. Output from this cycle is accomplished by comparison with the
normalized vibration value (blocl< 13). Parameters distribution recording is
done by introducing of drawing tolerance from block 4.
Va.lue of construction response to the casings natural frequences is
evaluated with the help of performance coefficient (factor i, the value of
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which is defined on the base of Pxperience.
Limit frequency
(w~
±L'.wtl, on which
response is accepted neglecting damping
V wi±Awi = 0~7·Vwi

the

construction

depends upon system soundness:
Q

=
2 L', Wi

For each of w~ AWi is defined by Q.
In its turn the coefficient effect values in the casing standard point
wer·e obtained for wi by the diagram of influence coefficient effect of
frequency depending on the individual load in j-·point along the casing
length
where:

w:.;_ -

casing
natural
r·evolutions.

frequency

numb'er

with

coinciding

operating

Taking into account the construction damping properties the same
maximum evaluation for the given product by (2) : 2->V wi±wi=O, 7·Vwi
hase
the
following meaning at the most dangerous revolutions:
·">

.n¥·

v+~~:"?Ri(Wi+l>Wjl·ANi(UJi+L'.Wj)
1
J::f

Y-~~i==~

t=i

"

(

Ri ·ANi ,wj-llUJj)
.

1f each of them is less than tl1e service ability V"'•£, lVJ,

·
i.e.
that the location of the abonementioned casing system modes of vibration is
allowable in the operating zone of the rotors revolutions.
Conclusion

The presented program of aviation
permited

Klimov

Corporation

excitation to helicopter,
designe and development

to

engine

designe

vibrationstat.e

deveJ.opment

engines with loH level of force.

to improve essentially the systemizing of engine
at the expense of well-defined rc·comendations <:•n

icrease of resistence to damage monitoring and vibr;J.tion diagnosis

syatems~

mastering of product engines in short times.
The progcam is especially efficient in case it is applied from the
moment of engine laying. The programm makes an impressive case in favour of
Klimov Corporation policy of transition from traditional desig;, methods to
design investigations.
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